Local artist Shannon Smith

Charleston native Shannon Smith has quickly ventured beyond the title of up-and-coming artist and has established a solid reputation within the fine art community. Regardless of what subject she chooses to paint, Smith has proven to possess an unusually keen eye and an unrivaled sensitivity to light. It is her attention to detail coupled with the use of strong, warm and cool colors that she uses to delicately capture the fading light of the late afternoon hours.

In many of her canvases, Shannon Smith paints strong contrasts of color, with dramatic darks and muted grey tones juxtaposed with warmer, more radiant hues. But, as always, her main focus is capturing light.

Born and raised in the Lowcountry, many of her works are inspired by the beauty of coastal landscapes and downtown Charleston scenes. However, Smith has painted in Europe and studied with nationally known artists such as Kim English and Gregg Kreutz. "I'm inspired by the drama of light interacting with the subject or a mood created by a scene, telling us stories."
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